EFFECTIVE LITERACY PRACTICES MODULE REFERENCE GUIDE

Teaching for Transfer:
Strategic Activity
Module Focus

An exploration of strategic activities initiated by children and actions teachers can take to
encourage those behaviors

Definitions

strategic activity: fast brainwork that a learner calls up to solve problems by searching
for solutions (e.g., monitors, searches for information, cross checks, discovers new things,
repeats to confirm, revises, chooses among alternatives, evaluates responses, makes
appropriate links, self-corrects)
prompt: call for the child to do something within his control
continuous text: a complete text or substantive part of a complete text

Opportunities
for Children to
Build Strategic
Activity for
Problem Solving

• Reading a variety of familiar books

Opportunities
for Teachers
to Foster
Strategic Activity

• Careful selection of new books that will be ‘just right’ for successful problem solving

• Reading a variety of new books that are not too easy or too challenging in order
to experience successful problem solving

• Appropriate introductions to new books to make the text accessible to children
• Well-placed teacher prompts for a child to generate strategic activities on his own
• Opportunities and time for children to work out difficulties on their own
• Extended reading experiences through conversation, writing, art, drama
• Use of running records to track change over time in each child’s use of strategic activities

Key Points
for Teachers

Effective teachers provide massive opportunities for children to successfully read and write
texts within their reach so they will build up the networks in their brain to pick up information, work on that information, make decisions, and evaluate their responses. They prompt
children to use information to solve problems as they read.
It is important to check for evidence of strategic activities with individual children. With running records of text reading, teachers can record and analyze reading behaviors and monitor progress over time. It’s not just about accurate reading. It’s more about how children are
learning to recognize and solve problems.

Resources

Related Effective Practices Video Modules
Assessing Through Close Observation — using observation tools such as running records to provide
evidence of a child’s use of strategic activities
Making It Easy to Learn — making decisions that support a child’s use of strategic activities
Selecting Texts That Are Just Right — selecting and introducing books to support a child’s use of
strategic activities
Phrasing in Fluent Reading — considering the relationship between fluent reading and
strategic activities
Learning About Phonology and Orthography — searching for and using visual information as a
strategic activity
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